
 
 

 

January 19, 2018 

 

City and County of Broomfield 

1 Descombes Drive 

 Broomfield, CO 80020 

 

Attn: Tami Yellico and Kevin Standbridge 

Re: Extraction Comprehensive Drilling Plan 

 

Dear Tami and Kevin,  

 

We greatly appreciate your efforts to include comments from the public in the review of Extraction’s Proposed Drilling Plan. Passage 

of Amendment 301 was a strong statement by Broomfield citizens that Health, Safety, Welfare and the Environment are our – and the 

City of Broomfield’s – primary values. It is critical that the public’s voice is included as part of the implementation of Amendment 

301. The Broomfield Health and Safety First Committee (BHSF) has compiled comments from our members as well as other 

community members who are not on the Committee. These are consequently residents’ comments and not an official statement of 

BHSF. As the CDP is a long and very complex document involving very technical issues, please know that this is not an all-inclusive 

or final critique. Many people are still studying and evaluating the CDP as well as issues not addressed in it. The attached comments 

are, however, extensive and we hope they help you, the Council, and others in evaluating the CDP. Our information is presented in a 

usable format but, if anything is not clear, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

In light of Amendment 301, the CDP must be evaluated using Performance Based Standards as we presented to Council at the 

12/19/17 Study Session. It is also important that the City develop a gap analysis of the Task Force recommendations, the MOU and 

the CDP. Extraction’s explosion in Windsor makes this even more imperative. CCOB has the responsibility of ensuring that 

Extraction’s plans, policies, safety procedures and actions have been changed to address their past failures and unacceptable safety 

performance before allowing them to work in Broomfield. Amendment 301 requires “oil and gas development to only occur in a 

manner that does not adversely impact the health, safety, and welfare of Broomfield’s residents… and to safeguard the 

environment and wildlife resources.” 

 

We received over two hundred citizen comments concerning Extraction’s CDP. Each is important and requires the full attention of 

both the City and Extraction. The next two pages are highlights of a few critical issues but cannot detract from the attached 

compilation of public comments. 

 

Going forward, residents need to be able to evaluate changes that Extraction makes to the CDP. What is the system for doing this? 

How will changes be flagged to avoid the necessity of comparing over 700 pages line by line? 

 

Again, your efforts to include residents’ input is very much appreciated as are the very long hours you are devoting to Oil & Gas 

matters. We hope that you let us know of any ways in which we can help you with these tasks. Thank you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Broomfield Health and Safety First Committee 

 

 

Judy Kelly & Neil Allaire 

BHSF Co-Chairs 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Below are Highlights of only some of the issues that residents commented on. Please remember the importance of the attached citizen 

comments and include them in your analysis of the CDP. 

 

 

Project Schedules:  

The proposed schedule conflicts with the requirements of the MOU. The initial eight wells at Interchange B must be drilled before 

drilling starts at any other site, and the Completion Phase of those initial wells must be finished before starting Completion of any 

other wells. There is considerable overlap in the CDP schedule, however, of the initial well completions at Interchange B with 

Northwest A&B and Livingston. Northwest A overlaps the initial well Completion Phase at Interchange B by a full two quarters. The 

other two sites overlap by one quarter or more. This conflict must be corrected before the CDP is approved. 

 

Additionally, United Power Electric Cooperative’s disclaimer is concerning to us especially the comment that, “Evaluation of 

concurrent operation of more than one EDR at separate locations and on separate substation feeders, is still ongoing.” If United 

determines that pads served from separate substations cannot be drilled concurrently, that would substantially affect Extraction’s 

proposed schedule. Since the schedule is a critical part of the CDP, the City should not approve the CDP until United completes their 

evaluation. 

 

Traffic Study:  

We did not see any references in the traffic study factoring in traffic from other construction projects along 160th, the new housing 

subdivision at Lowell and Sheridan, or increased traffic from new office space and residences in North Park. Please clarify if this 

information was factored into the 2% increase and included in the proposed impact plan. In addition, the timing of the study did not 

allow for the impacts on school traffic as it took place over Summer Break and during a Holiday. This study should be redone during 

periods of high traffic volume and include peak travel periods. If future development was not already considered, it needs to be.  In the 

existing study, multiple parts of the existing roads are classified as being in poor condition. Some were cited as inadequate to handle 

the type of traffic proposed. These roads need to be updated. We believe all road updates and improvements should be completed prior 

to the project beginning. A new traffic analysis and plan with timelines for completions are required before CDP approval. 

 

Air Quality: 

The Air Quality Impact Mitigation plan is sorely lacking in detail, such as use of mud tanks/closed loop/green completions processes, 

the fracking chemicals to be used or restricted, impact of dust and emissions from non-electric equipment, and adequate monitoring 

and reporting requirements. Also, the baseline and AERMOD studies are problematic in several regards and seem to be presented in a 

way that tries to minimize potential health impacts to citizens. For example, the baseline study was done without adequate control of 

variables, such as old wells leaking near monitoring locations. All existing wells need to be tested for leaks and repaired prior to 

sampling. The AERMOD study does not give any reliability and validity coefficients/confidence levels as to whether it adequately 

predicts real outcomes. Additionally, some of the data predicted are concerning, such as NO2 and PM2.5 levels, as they are relatively 

high and do not appear to be based on spikes in emissions and potential cumulative effects from the operation and surrounding 

sources. These studies are inadequate and must be redone before CDP approval is considered. Finally, we are concerned that federal 

requirements regarding air quality will be loosened and we want to assure that operators meet the strictest standards possible. 

 

Working with 3rd Parties: 

It is a noted concern that 3rd parties are being included in this plan (Crestone, Anadarko, Great Western). It needs to be clearly 

understood that Extraction is completely responsible and liable for this project. Also, outside contractor usage is a concern. In 

Section 2.4 of the Risk Management Plan, Extraction explicitly states that one of their risk responses is “Transference - Shift the 

impact of a risk to a 3rd party (like a subcontractor). It does not eliminate it, it simply shifts responsibility.” Again, it needs to be 

very clearly spelled out and agreed to that Extraction is completely responsible and liable for this project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Plug and Abandon Wells and Financial Risks:  

This plan does not address a long-term plan for plugging and abandoning wells in the case the company is sold or goes out of 

business. Who is responsible for these wells at the end of their life span to prevent them from becoming the taxpayers’ responsibility? 

The City needs to ensure that this issue is addressed before development can start. Bonds should be held for each well being 

developed to cover the future cost of plugging and abandoning Extraction’s wells.  

 

Soil Testing: 

Soil testing of plugged and abandoned wells before and after fracking was not dealt with in the CDP. We feel it is very important and 

would like the following language considered. Whenever an application for horizontal drilling/fracturing in Broomfield is filed with 

COGCC, Broomfield should review COGCC’s data regarding the location of the proposed new well relative to existing abandoned 

wells. If any proposed horizontal wells are located less than 1500 feet from an existing abandoned well, the burden of proof should be 

on CCOGC to prove to the satisfaction of Broomfield that the proposed new well would not risk damaging nearby abandoned wells. If 

CCOCG cannot prove to Broomfield’s satisfaction that such wells can be fractured without risk of damage to nearby abandoned wells, 

then CCOCG should be required to force the Operator to relocate the horizontal wellbores in question to a safer area further from the 

abandoned wells. If any horizontal wells located within 1500 feet of an abandoned wellbore are approved by CCOGC and accepted by 

Broomfield, then Broomfield should require the drilling, to a depth of 100 feet, of several testing boreholes in the vicinity of such 

abandoned wells; these boreholes should be used to test for methane contamination immediately before fracturing, shortly after 

fracturing and periodically thereafter over a 5 to 10-year period. 

 

Risk Management:  

Proper Risk Management starts with company management instilling a culture of safety throughout their organization. The fact that 

Health and Safety are not mentioned at all in Extraction's Executive Summary, Risk Identification (2.1), Risk Response (2.4) or Risk 

Mitigation (2.5) Sections concerns us that there is no effort by Extraction management to develop such a culture of safety. 

 

Extraction is well aware of the risks inherent in their operations as they detail in their required SEC filings: “Our exploration and 

production activities are subject to all of the operating risks associated with drilling for and producing oil and natural gas, including 

the risk of fire, explosions, blowouts, surface cratering, uncontrollable flows of natural gas, oil and formation water, pipe or pipeline 

failures, abnormally pressured formations, casing collapses and environmental hazards such as oil spills, natural gas leaks, ruptures 

or discharges of toxic gases.” Our concern is that Extraction doesn't list any of the above risks in their Risk Management Plan. The 

plan is stated in general policy terms, not specifics for neighborhood drilling. While potential shareholders are warned of the risks in 

exploration and drilling, residents are not.   

 

In Section 2.1 Extraction states- "Some (risks) may be obvious and will be identified prior to project kickoff." Where have these risks 

been identified? What about risks that are not obvious?  The residents must be informed of the possible risks; they have the right to 

make informed decisions based on the identified risks. 

 

For residents who live near the proposed projects, the risk responses "transference", "acceptance" and "deferred" have absolutely no 

positive effect on their safety and comfort level living close to a large scale industrial project. Only "avoidance" and "mitigation" can 

protect our residents' health and safety. Moving these projects farther away from homes is the best solution.  

 

The Risk Management Plan is inadequate; it does not properly address Health, Safety, and Welfare and potential environment impacts 

in Broomfield. This section needs to be redone in a way that thoughtfully addresses any risks associated with this project. How do 

multiple wells on a pad compound risk? How are risks managed over the lifetime of wells? Extraction must provide a thorough 

Qualitative Risk Analysis before the CDP can be approved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes  

RE 301 4.0 -  
The Project  

5 Operator Agreement also needs conform to Charter Amendment 301  

Location Near  
Excising Abandoned 
Wells 

4.0 -  
The Project  

  Whenever an application for horizontal drilling/fracturing in Broomfield is filed 
with COGCC, Broomfield should review COGCC’s data regarding the location of 
the proposed new well relative to existing abandoned wells. 

Risk of Damaging 
Nearby 
Abandoned Wells 

4.0 -  
The Project  

  If any proposed horizontal wells are located less than 1500 feet from an existing 
abandoned well, the burden of proof should be on CCOGC to prove to the 
satisfaction of Broomfield that the proposed new well would not risk damaging 
nearby abandoned wells. 

Risk of Damaging 
Nearby 
Abandoned Wells 

4.0 -  
The Project  

  If CCOCG cannot prove to Broomfield’s satisfaction that such wells can be 
fractured without risk of damage to nearby abandoned wells, then CCOCG should 
be required to force the Operator to relocate the horizontal wellbores in question 
to a safer area further from the abandoned wells. 

Risk of Damaging 
Nearby 
Abandoned Wells 

4.0 -  
The Project  

  If any horizontal wells located within 1500 feet of an abandoned wellbore are 
approved by CCOGC and accepted by Broomfield, then Broomfield should require 
the drilling, to a depth of 100 feet, of several testing boreholes near such 
abandoned wells; these boreholes should be used to test for methane 
contamination immediately before fracturing, shortly after fracturing and 
periodically thereafter over a 5 to 10-year period. 

Biologist Report  4.0 -  
The Project  

18 In the Biologist report, it is noted that we have multiple raptor nesting areas, as 
well as 6 critical bird specifies found in this area. In the summary on this page, 
Extraction makes no mention of this, only speaks to Prairie Dogs. In the Wetlands 
Protection section, no plans are made to accommodate this wildlife. We need a 
plan for this. Study attached regarding PTSD in birds living close to O&G 
Operations.  

Clarification of 
AQCC  
Rules to be 
Followed  

4.0 -  
The Project  

16 The CDP states that the application is in line with existing rules. However, the 
AQCC air emissions standards just changed, the city needs to ensure this plan 
reflects the latest laws.  

Clarification on Old 
Mines  

4.0 -  
The Project  

16 In the evaluating geological hazards, Extraction states there are no mines in the 
work area. Yet, according to the Colorado Geological Survey, there are old mines 
in the area. This conflicting information should be clarified by determining what is 
underground.  

Language Not  
Comparable to 
MOU 

4.0 -  
The Project  

15 The section on noise mitigation only addresses A level noises, C level noised also 
should be addressed.  

Reclamation and  
Revegetation  

4.0 -  
The Project  

18 18 17-54-140:  Reclamation and revegetation plans need to be better than COGCC 
rules/regulations to be adequate in LUMAs. 

Well Development  
Order  

4.0 -  
The Project  

19 It seems that Extraction is developing the most controversial pads, Interchange B 
(17 wells) and Livingston (19 wells), first—why?  Why aren't the 8 wells at 
Interchange B being brought to production before drilling on the Livingston Pad? 
Per section 10 of the Operator Agreement, the operator will finish the completion 
phase for the initial wells on the Interchange Pad before commencing well 
completions on the Livingston Pad. However, there is overlap between these pads 
on Section 3.0 Overall Project Schedule. The point of starting this project from the 
east and moving west was to provide Extraction with the opportunity to 
demonstrate its BMP. If the Interchange wells are only drilled and not brought to 
production, the intent is lost. Require Extraction to bring the 8 wells at 
Interchange B to production before starting any other drilling. 

Existing Pipelines 4.0 -  
The Project  

8 Identify flow lines, pipelines, and state when well, pipelines, gatherings, will be 
removed, closed, and reclaimed 



 
 

Issue  Section of 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Additional 
Operators  
and Contract 
Workers  

4.0 
 The Project 

8 
616 

It is a noted concern that 3rd parties are being included in this plan (Crestone, 
Anadarko, Great Western). Who is responsible for infrastructure co-shared?  Also, 
outside contractor usage is a concern. In the risk management section, one option 
to mitigate risk is "transference" which is to shift the risk to a 3rd party (like a 
subcontractor). We are concerned that this represents a safety risk to the public.  
There needs to be a better definition as to what roles these companies have, 
define responsibilities, and liabilities. Which standard will all operators and 
subcontractors be held to. "Transference" of risk is concerning. Shouldn't 
Extraction be ultimately responsible for the terms of this plan?  

Location Drawing, 
Detailed 
 Site Plan and 
Package 

A - Detailed  
Site Plan  

32 
44 

“Potential Pollution Sources: Dust from drilling and access road construction, no-
vegetated soil, fuel, oil, and fluids used during drilling, concrete washouts, 
outdoor storage activities, portable restrooms, and general refuse.”  What is 
being done to mitigate each of these? Include remedies for each source of 
pollution. 

Location Drawing, 
Detailed Site Plan 
and Package 

A - Detailed  
Site Plan  

37-38 These appear to be taken directly from product literature and are not specific to 
any site in Broomfield 

Conflicting  
Weed Plans?  

A - Weed 
Control 
Plan  

726 Extraction states that they are not required to maintain a separate Weed Control 
Plan but are required to be responsible for ongoing noxious weed control as 
required by COGCC Rule 1003. (f) "During  
drilling, production, and reclamation operations, all disturbed areas shall be kept 
as free of all undesirable plant species designated to be noxious weeds as 
practicable. Weed control measures shall be conducted in compliance with the CO 
Noxious Weed Act. C.R.S. 35-5.5-115 and the current rules pertaining to the 
administration and enforcement of the CO Noxious Weed Act. It is recommended 
that the operator consult with the local weed control agency or other weed 
control authority when weed infestation occurs. It is the responsibility of the 
operator to monitor affected and reclaimed lands for noxious weed infestations. 
If applicable, the Director may require a weed control plan."  
 
Noxious weed management-municipal authority 35-5.5-106. (1) The governing 
body of each municipality shall adopt a noxious weed management plan for all 
lands within the territorial limits of the municipality. In addition to and 
independent of the powers elsewhere delegated by law, the governing body of a 
municipality  may adopt and provide for the enforcement of such ordinances, 
resolutions, rules, and other regulations as may be necessary and proper to 
enforce said plan and otherwise provide for  the management of noxious weeds 
within the municipality....(2) The governing body of the municipality shall provide 
for the administration of the noxious weed management plan authorized by this 
article through use of agents, delegates, or employees and may hire additional 
staff or provide for the performance of all or part of the noxious weed 
management plan through outside contract....(3) The governing body may 
cooperate with counties and other municipalities for the exercise of any or all of 
the powers and authorities granted by this article...35-5.5-107 (1) the governing 
body of each county and municipality shall appoint a local advisory board. The 
local governing body, at its sole option, may appoint itself, or a commission of 
landowners, to act as the local advisory board for that jurisdiction.... 
The Broomfield contact is Nathan Kalbe, Weed Coordinator, Broomfield County 
Public Works Department, Parks. 303-464-5625  nkalbe@broomfield.org     3001 
W. 124th Ave. Broomfield, Co 80020 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Outside Contractor  
Wildfires  

A - Weed 
Control 
Plan  

726 The Extraction weed control plan: "A third party weed control service will be 
contracted annually, if necessary, to prevent and control the reoccurrence of 
noxious or excessive weed growth. Extraction will drag the lease roads and the 
production site as needed with a "drag" designed to remove weeds. Weeds that 
cannot be controlled with this method will be sprayed as needed with a systemic 
herbicide. Any additional weed control required to maintain the site free of weeds 
will be implemented if the standard plan is insufficient."  
 
It is concerning that Extraction plans to use of someone who does not have 
firsthand knowledge of where the above ground pipes and valves and other 
equipment is located, a detailed map is essential, otherwise it would be like 
operating in a mine field with explosive and flammable materials, possibly with 
guides to point out the hazards. Secondly trimming by hand would be essential to 
those dangerous or raised areas, spraying would still leave dead plants partially 
hiding those objects and leaving flammable residue. Mowing instead of dragging 
may be necessary to break up tumbleweeds easily moved by winds. Third is fire 
breaks or barriers are not mentioned, they should be used often and in multiple 
wide layers considering burning weeds spread by winds. Having a wildfire in a well 
area would be the equivalent to using a match to locate a gas leak. Fourth is a 
map pointing out dangerous areas away from the main pad that may be 
concealed by vegetation. And lastly an amendment to the Broomfield Weed 
Management Plan should contain measures such as above applicable to Oil and 
Gas operations and be readily available to the public. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

31 Interchange B Pad -- Drilling Stormwater Management Plan; 
A blueprint drawing accompanied by a standard table-form template that includes 
a short description of the "Erosion & Sediment Control" plan. This blueprint does 
not comply with the MOU.   
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

32 Interchange B Pad -- Interim Reclamation Stormwater Management Plan; 
A blueprint drawing accompanied by a standard table-form template that includes 
a short description of the "Erosion & Sediment Control" plan. This blueprint does 
not comply with the MOU.    
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

33 Interchange B Pad -- Proposed Final Reclamation Stormwater Management Plan; 
A blueprint drawing accompanied by a standard table-form template that includes 
a short description of the "Erosion & Sediment Control" plan. This blueprint does 
not comply with the MOU.   
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

34 Interchange B Pad -- Drilling Erosion Control Plan; 
A blueprint drawing. This blueprint does not comply with the MOU.    
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page #  Notes 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

35 Interchange B Pad -- Interim Reclamation Erosion Control Plan; 
A blueprint drawing. This blueprint does not comply with the MOU.    
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

36 Interchange B Pad -- Proposed Final Reclamation Erosion Control Plan; 
A blueprint drawing. This blueprint does not comply with the MOU.   
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

44 Livingston Pad -- Drilling Stormwater Management Plan; 
A blueprint drawing accompanied by a standard table-form template that includes 
a short description of the "Erosion & Sediment Control" plan. This blueprint does 
not comply with the MOU.    
Missing:   Interim Reclamation Stormwater Management Plan, Proposed Final 
Reclamation Stormwater Management Plan, Drilling Erosion Control Plan, Interim 
Reclamation Erosion Control Plan, Proposed Final Reclamation Erosion Control 
Plan, Erosion Control Details 
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Not Compliant with 
MOU 
Erosion Plan  

Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

37-38 Interchange B Pad -- Erosion Control Details; 
Blueprint drawing with short descriptive details of the following:   Surface 
Roughening, Vehicle Tracking Control,  
Rolled Erosion Control Products, Concrete Washout Area, Sediment Control Log, 
Ditch and Berm Detail.  This blueprint does not comply with the MOU.    
Stormwater Control Plan:   All oil and gas operations at the Well Sites shall comply 
and conform with the City's stormwater control regulations, including the 
submission of an Erosion Control Report and Plan. 

Referencing Issue Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

21 - 44 "Appendix 7(A) & (B)" referenced in the previous item are found in pages 21 - 44 
named:   Section (A) Location Drawing, Detailed Site Plan 
and Package   *COGCC Form 2A   *COGCC Form 2 AND Section (B) Site Plan for 
Site Preparation, Mobilization and Demobilization 

Dust Mitigation  Appendix  
7(A) & (B) 

31 Fugitive Dust Emissions are to be controlled with water. CCOB must verify that all 
water used for Dust Mitigation is clean water. No untreated produced water or 
other process fluids shall be used for dust suppression. 

Proximity to 
Broomfield  
Future Drinking 
Water  
Reservoir Not 
Addressed 

B- Site Plan 39 The future Broomfield Drinking Water Reservoir for which the City of Broomfield 
has previously purchased land, and paid $500,000 to remove drilling pockets to 
protect the drinking water reservoir is critically important. Broomfield also 
recently reduced the size of the reservoir to accommodate Extraction's plans. The 
future drinking water reservoir MUST be included on Extraction's map and safety 
plans. 

Sensitive Areas to  
be Protected 

B- Site Plan 44 The Livingston Pad will be next to the Future Broomfield Drinking Water Reservoir 
and, yet Extraction only lists "Sensitive Areas to be Protected" as "Surrounding 
Areas to be Protected Include Fields and Public Roads". They note that the 
property generally slopes to the west at 8% so any runoff will run down towards 
our drinking water reservoir. Extraction must take extreme precautions so as not 
to impact the health, safety, and welfare of Broomfield residents by 
contaminating our drinking reservoir. It is extremely concerning that Extraction 
repetitively forgets to include this critical information 

Project Schedule C - Project  
Schedules  

50 Will this schedule be adhered to if they can only drill with one rig at a time? Two 
electric drills are needed to stay on the time line. 



 
 

Issue Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Adjustments to  
Project Schedule 

C - Project  
Schedules  

47 Operator notes "forecast set forth here is the current best faith estimate for the 
project schedule and may adjusts from time to time based on several contributing 
factors". What is the procedure for updating the schedule? All scheduled changes 
must be subject to Broomfield Approval.  

Existing Well  
Reclamation 

C - Project  
Schedules  

51 The project schedule must also include a timeline for reclamation of existing well 
sites within 12 months of commencing drilling of the new wells on the 
consolidated well sites. 

Permitting Schedule C - Project  
Schedules  

51 Per the "3.0 Overall Project Schedule", the permitting phase began in Jan 2018. 
However, the submission of form 2 and 2A should be contingent upon the 
submission of a viable CDP. The current CDP is not complete and, is full of 
discrepancies, and lacks merit. The permitting schedule therefore cannot begin in 
Jan 2018. Extraction must submit a viable CDP to the city prior to filing for any 
permits. If they have already submitted forms 2 and/or 2A, they should 
voluntarily retract those documents. 

Phase Assumptions C - Project  
Schedules  

48 Section 2.1 should be removed or accurately stated. The production life of a 
hydraulically fractured well is not expected to be 30 years and therefore the point 
that Construction, Drilling and Completion phases only account for 3% of the well 
site life is an inaccurate statement. Production levels drop off quickly after the 
first 2-5 years. Does Extraction plan to re-frack and use lifters on these well sites 
every couple of years? Or do they intend to reclaim them when their production 
slows? Or just let them slowly produce over 30 years? Eliminate this frivolous 
section or base the information on accurate data. This section is vague. It must 
state that during the 30-years of production, these sites will not be reworked in 
any way such as re-fracking, use of lifters, access of other formation such as J-
Sands, or any other such activity. 

Road Construction  
and Enhancements 

C - Project  
Schedules  

51 Comprehensive traffic studies, compilation, and analysis for ALL wells sites and 
other construction in the area (such as North Park) must be accurately completed 
to determine the road construction and improvements that are necessary. These 
road improvements and construction must be completed before commencing 
drilling operations as the current roads were not constructed for such heavy 
industrial activities. The cost of the analysis and improvements must be covered 
by the industries which are creating the need. 

Routine Site  
Inspections 

C - Project  
Schedules  

49 Routine Site Inspections, Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR), and compliance with 
the Air Quality Control Commission (AQCC) Rulemaking must be addressed. If 
maintenance of these sites requires workover rigs to complete repairs, it should 
be stated that these sites must be shut down, plugged, abandoned, and reclaimed 
immediately. 

Issues with Final  
Reclamation Plan  

D - 
Reclamation  
Plan  

55 This plan does not address any risks should the company go out of business and 
should the company be sold. Who is responsible for these wells at the end of their 
life span should they be abandoned wells? The City needs to ensure that this issue 
is addressed before development can start. This is a risk for future generations 
that should be addressed at the start of the project. Bonds should be held based 
on current cost of plugging a well and current inflation rate.  

Reclamation  
Requirements  

D - 
Reclamation  
Plan  

54 In Extraction’s own words - “Extraction is required to reclaim all well sites no later 
than six (6) months after plugging and abandoning the last New Well… ” (Section 
D, Executive Summary p.1) Extraction should be responsible for remediating a site 
after a well on that site is closed regardless if they have any other operating wells 
on any other sites. According to their own statement above, they are only 
agreeing to begin reclamation when ALL WELL SITES are plugged and abandoned. 
This is not acceptable, since, again in their own words (see statement below), it 
might be 30 years until all sites are closed. That could leave a well site un-
remediated for an extensive period. 



 
 

Issue Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Final Reclamation 
Plan  

D - 
Reclamation  
Plan  

59 “Extraction is providing a sample final reclamation plan as it is not possible right 
now to provide a final reclamation plan for wells that may not be reclaimed for 
30-years.” (Section D Final Reclamation Plan, p.2) The sample reclamation plan 
provided by Extraction appears to deal with reclamation that takes place 
immediately after the drilling is complete and not after the well is plugged and 
abandoned. (Section D, 2.2, Final Reclamation Plan). Therefore, this sample 
should not be considered as an acceptable example of a final reclamation plan. 
Extractions’ assertion that “it is not possible right now to provide a final 
reclamation plan” does not negate their responsibility for outlining the steps that 
will be taken to develop that reclamation plan. In part, the above statement 
appears false given that certain steps must be taken prior to drilling to determine 
the baseline conditions that will be addressed in a reclamation plan.  Therefore, 
this portion of the plan must be developed and completed before any drilling 
takes place to ensure that reclamation will return the land to its pre-drilling 
condition. In addition, certain activities can be outlined now to provide a timeline 
for doing the planning, and for providing information about well closure 
procedures Extraction has used in the past and how successful these procedures 
have been.  
 
Extraction also does not address the funding they will allocate specifically to 
reclamation activities. Nor do they indicate how they will ensure that they fulfill 
their responsibilities related to reclamation regardless of the company’s financial 
status, the price of oil and gas, bankruptcy, the sale of the company or land, or 
any other condition that might impact the reclamation of the land. And finally, 
they do not indicate their responsibility to pay any fees or fines if the reclamation 
is not carried out adequately and/or if the land cannot be restored to its original 
state. In the short-term, the remediation plan might not seem very critical. But in 
the long-term, it is extremely critical for maintaining the health and welfare of our 
community and our environment. 

Noise Study E – Noise 
Impact  

69 The baseline noise meter was placed at the loudest possible location, 1200 feet 
northeast of the Livingstone pad, near traffic from NW Parkway, Lowell and 
Sheridan. A new baseline noise study needs to be completed with the meter 
placed at the Livingstone pad site, not 1200 feet away 

Noise Impact  E – Noise 
Impact  

96 C-Scale Noise Impact not clearly defined, how close to the interstate were the 
samples taken, what was the wind directions and cloud cover? Most importantly, 
will extraction use the 15-minute exemptions allowed by the state to go over 
residential levels? What is the penalty should noise levels be exceeded? 

Questions on  
Lighting Plan 

F – Lighting 
Plan  

130  “During the Drilling and Completion Phases, consistent with applicable law, 
Operator will construct a minimum 32-foot wall around as much of the perimeter 
of the well pads as operations allow to reduce light escaping from the site, unless 
shorter walls are mutually agreed to by City and Operator on a site-specific basis.” 
Why would there be shorter walls? Are these lights the most efficient and lowest 
wattage necessary? Is the Northwest B Pad the farther from homes than 
Northwest A? Is the Interstate a Pad the farther from homes than Interstate B? Is 
it best for the closest residents to have the above two pads’ production 
equipment placed on one pad? Weren’t we told at one time that there would be 
no separators on the pads? Where will the 99-watt light be located? I only see 
198-watt lights on the plans. Review document to ensure these pads are the least 
invasive possible. 

Questions on  
Lighting Plan 

F – Lighting 
Plan  

132 The “Area Renderings” in this section only show lighting with a mounting height 
of 15 feet. The lighting on the drill rig will presumably be higher than the 32-foot 
sound wall and must be accounted for. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Restriction of truck 
traffic  
during peak travel 
times 

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

154 Extraction told the Task Force that truck traffic would be restricted during 
morning and afternoon peak travel periods.  Now the plan is only to restrict non-
essential truck traffic.  That leaves practically all truck traffic unrestricted during 
peak travel periods, a clear violation of previous commitments by Extraction. 
Define non-essential truck traffic in the CDP.  Require Extraction to comply with 
previous commitments regarding restriction all truck traffic during peak travel 
periods. 

Traffic Plan G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

169 Traffic during pipeline installation; provide additional information and traffic 
impact 

Specifications on  
Impacted Roadways  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extraction has agreed to provide “supplemental warning measures” on impacted 
roadways during the construction phase of the project (Arcadis Traffic Plan, Traffic 
Plan V1, p11). These warning measures should be specified. In addition, increased 
traffic will persist beyond the construction phase, so warning measures should 
also be continued. Given the location of these roads in relation to residential 
neighborhoods, schools, businesses and shopping areas, traffic safety should be of 
primary concern, including lighting, signage, calming measures, etc. 

Traffic consultant  
recommendations- 
Livingstone Pad 

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

295-
297 

The traffic study indicates no need for a left turn lane from southbound Lowell to 
eastbound Sheridan.  This conclusion leads one to question the credibility of the 
report because it is obvious traffic will be impeded when oil and gas trucks must 
wait for northbound traffic on Lowell to clear before turning left onto Sheridan, 
thus causing traffic backups. Broomfield officials have stated the Lowell/Sheridan 
intersection will be improved at the City’s expense.  Lowell southbound needs to 
be widened from the NW Parkway bridge to the Sheridan intersection. This must 
be completed prior to oil and gas drilling beginning at the Livingstone pad.  Cost 
should be shared by the oil and gas operator. 

Road Inspection  
Schedule  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

  Arcadis recommends that Extraction’s construction foreman “periodically inspect 
and monitor the condition of these roadways” during the construction period 
(Arcadis Traffic Plan Baseline Road Assessment, Baseline Road Assessment rev 1, 
p.6). This inspection and monitoring process should be spelled out in greater 
detail with a set schedule and techniques used for the monitoring. It should also 
continue throughout the life of Extraction’s use of the roadways. 

Road Conditions 
 Not Addressed  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

151 The study identified several roads in poor condition and other possible issues with 
our existing infrastructure. Roads in Poor Condition, all needing repairs, widening, 
additional turn lanes, new lane markers, and signals need to fix and updated 
before drilling can begin. Extraction:  make the recommended improvements 
before they begin to use them in any phase of their project and not wait for 
further damage since it is already being very poor condition. 

Traffic Plan G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

171 Additional lanes, Huron traffic light, Sheridan & Lowell intersection: Broomfield 
should get a second opinion on the impact of Sheridan/Lowell intersection since 
exit road is very close to the intersection. Widening of Lowell north of Sheridan 
was not recommended; however, safety concerns were mentioned. 
Recommending warning signs were. Exit access road will have a berm on that side 
so visibility might be poor of trucks exiting. And entrance road on Sheridan to 
Livingston site is on a curve. What other measures can be taken for safety on this 
stretch of road: lower speed, flashing light when trucks are exiting, currently there 
is not right turn lane from Lowell going south onto Sheridan. Broomfield already 
mentioned changes for this area are in the budget. Work should be done before 
Extraction begins construction. And paid by Extraction. Recommendations from 
Arcadis should be followed such as warning signs and beacon lights in locations 
that they recommend them, in addition, left turning lanes and lane changes 
should also be installed as per recommendations at the expense of Extraction. 



 
 

Issue Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Emergency/ 
Evacuation  
Plan  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

  Accidents do happen as we have witnessed in 2017.  Careful planning and 
infrastructure need to be established before operations begin to assure safety.  
Consider that there was a chemical release next to an Erie high school in 2014 and 
the fire department and school were not adequately prepared.  Weld County in 
December 2017 struggled to assure adequate foam supplies after 3 fires in 6 
weeks (DP 12/27/17: “Back-to-back Weld County oil and gas fires leave 
firefighting foam in short supply).  Will there be quick access to roads that can 
handle a glut of traffic in case of an evacuation?  Will people be prepared to 
evacuate and have adequate notification? 

Human Factors  
Regarding Traffic  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

  Traffic impact analysis findings examine physical roadway conditions such as road 
capacities, travel times, signals and signal operation, etc. (Arcadis Traffic Plan, 
Broomfield Traffic Analysis, Broomfield Traffic Analysis – Revised XOG 
Development Plan – Draft p. 3/6). However, they do not consider human factors 
such as need for visibility around large vehicles, frustration with additional 
congestion, severity of possible accidents when vehicles differ greatly in size and 
weight, etc. It is recommended that these factors be researched and that input 
also be solicited from individuals who live near and/or use these roadways on a 
regular basis. 

The Traffic Study  
is Incomplete  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

151 The Traffic Study does not seem to factor in traffic from other construction 
projects that will be happening along 160th, and Lowell and Sheridan, or the 
increased traffic from new residences. A 2% growth does not seem to accurately 
portray this. We need a comprehensive traffic study that looks at the big picture 
and long term. 

Traffic Management G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

153 Traffic during 7-9 AM and 3-6 PM: Three or more trucks must be prohibited from 
entering the traffic stream at Lowell North & South during restricted times: 7-9 
AM and 3-6 PM 

Dates of Traffic 
Study  
over Holiday and  
Summer Break  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

156 Traffic counts used in the plan were conducted at five locations along Sheridan 
Parkway and Lowell Blvd between May 31 and June 1, 2017 (Arcadis Traffic Plan, 
Traffic Plan V1, p.3). Counts on these dates might not be an accurate reflection of 
regular traffic because it was a holiday weekend and because local schools were 
already out for summer break. Traffic counts must be re-conducted using multiple 
dates to show any variations in use based on school calendars and events, 
holidays, weekdays, and weekends. Since oil and gas related traffic is also slated 
to use 160th Avenue (Arcadis Traffic Plan, Traffic Plan V1, p.5) counts should also 
be done on that roadway at multiple dates that represent school calendars and 
events, holidays, weekdays, and weekends.  

Traffic Plan G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

165 Livingston pad 67% increase in traffic, Justify 2% residential growth. State 
whether North Park considered with these traffic estimates? Since Livingston is 
close to the highest number of homes and traffic patterns, and attempt to move 
some wells to other sites to alleviate this large increase of traffic. 

160th and Huron  
Intersections  

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

171 Extraction is expecting vehicles consistent with WB-67 Interstate Semi Trailers to 
be turning right at the intersection of 160th Avenue and Huron. To mitigate the 
potential for road damage they are proposing the installation of an asphalt apron 
at the southwest corner of this intersection (Arcadis Traffic Plan, traffic Plan V1, 
p11). However, this is not enough, and might even serve as an even greater 
hazard to other vehicles. This intersection provides access to a large shopping 
complex east of IH25, with cars continuing straight on 160th and/or turning left or 
right on Huron and/or 160th. Both Huron and 160th Avenue are two lane roads at 
this intersection and the traffic light does not provide for protected turns. Use of 
large trucks like Extraction will use will impact the sight line for cars and will 
create a potential for severe accidents. For this intersection to be made safe the 
roads should be widened to multiple lanes with exclusive right and left turn lanes 
and the traffic light should be upgraded to provide protected turns.  



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Intersections  G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

371 70% Lowell and Sheridan intersection capacity utilization. No other intersection is 
anywhere near as high. How will this affect traffic flow? Is 70% an average? Does 
this mean at time it could exceed 100% depending on the time of day? “Redo the 
traffic study to verify the intersection capacities and revise truck routes.” 

Traffic Plan G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

391 ] The highest volume of truck traffic will be during completion phase. 
Other phases average 6 – 8 trucks per day. The figures below do not include 
employee traffic. During completion phase that added traffic is about 18 vehicles. 
Livingston pad will have about 100 roundtrip truck traffic during the completion 
phase (197 days- an 8 month period) Northwest B – 92 trips daily for about 68 
days (2 month) Northwest A, United A, United B, Interchange A – 74 round trip 
trucks for about 68 days – 2 months 
Interchange B – 73 trucks daily for 215 days – 7 months 
Interchange C – 74 trucks daily for 84 days – about 3 months. 
Road segments that are affected by more than one pad location should not have 
truck traffic during these phases at the same time 

Traffic consultant  
recommendations 

G – Traffic  
Management  
Plan 

295-
297 

Oil and Gas related traffic will create major delay and safety problems, especially 
with trucks exiting NW Parkway at Sheridan, needing to turn left to go south on 
Sheridan.  Trucks will have a very difficult time making that left turn. This issue is 
not even mentioned in the traffic study.  Broomfield needs to perform an 
independent traffic study and simulate expected traffic by running trucks at the 
frequency expected during the heavier oil and gas truck traffic periods and during 
peak travel times. 

Completion of  
Investigation  
Phase of the  
Explosion/Fire on  
the Stromberger 
22-E  
Pad in Windsor 

General   
Question 

51 The Stromberger 22-E pad is a 19 well site which is currently in the drilling phase 
and is in Windsor. This site is owned and operated by Extraction Oil and Gas and it 
is assumed that they are all using their Best Management Practices on this 
operation. Broomfield has requested a thorough investigation of the explosion 
and subsequent fire which occurred on this site on Dec 22, 2017. Comprehensive 
review of the cause of the explosion and subsequent fire and procedures that will 
be followed to ensure that such an incident does not occur in Broomfield. 

General Question  General   
Question 

  At a minimum, all pages in the plan should have unique page numbers and there 
should be a Table of Contents. Most word processing programs can be set up to 
do this automatically, so it should not be an onerous task. 

Is the CDP 
Complete?  

General   
Question 

  This plan is inconsistent. ALL sites are referenced in the baseline air study, the 
baseline studies, wetlands protection, electrification plan. Yet only two sites are 
looked at for the location plan and traffic study. Plan needs to be redone to 
reflect ALL sites.  

Water Usage in 
Drought Conditions 

General   
Question 

  We are in drought conditions. Unnecessary use of water should be prohibited. 
How will the city deal with the inevitable water shortages? At what point will the 
city stop selling water to industry?  

Gap Analysis of 
 MOU vs CDP 
Gap Analysis of  
MOU vs O&G  
Proposed 
Regulation  

General   
Question 

  Please complete and share a gap analysis on the MOU vs. CDP, and provide the 
most recent gap analysis done for MOU vs. O&G Update proposed regulations.  
We would like a copy of the proposed regulations if possible.  What holds more 
legal influence—the MOU or the CDP?  Why wasn’t the MOU incorporated more 
clearly into the CDP, like with citations and references? 

Enforcement  General   
Question 

  The MOU puts the onus on operator to report compliance to CCOB.  This is like 
COGCC’s approach.  What measures/assurances are in place to check on the 
accuracy of these reports?  Who will be monitoring compliance?  Will our one 
inspector be able to handle all the monitoring?  Re: 17-54-060 (J), p. 16, what is 
considered “reasonable” notification to the operator to inspect per BMP7?  Didn’t 
the Task Force want the option of notification at the gate? 

CDP Needs Work  General   
Question 

  It is not very well-organized/indexed/written and up to date.    



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Restricted 
Chemicals  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

401 2.1.3, p. 2 Is Extraction agreeing to restrict use of all the chemicals that the Task 
Force recommended be prohibited? 

Calculation of  
Emissions  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

403 3.2, p. 4 Need more detail as to how Extraction will inventory, sample and 
calculate emissions. 

Additional Air 
Monitoring by 
Operator in 
response  
to emergency 
events  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

406 The site needs to be shut down should any of this occur per protection of health 
and safety  

Amount Paid to City  
for Air Quality  
Sampling Efforts  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

406 5.0 Is $20,000 paid annually adequate for City air quality sampling efforts? 

Landscape and  
Dust Mitigation 

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

401 2.1.1, p. 2 The 4-month construction phase doesn’t include discussion of the  
earlier promised $4,000,000 landscaping around well pads.  Also, there are no 
details on how dust will be mitigated, and top soil protected.  Are these items 
covered elsewhere? 

FLIR Recording 
Records  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 Is the minimum of 2 years record keeping on FLIR inspections adequate?  Suppose 
a component leaks in year one and again in year 4.  Would a lack of record be 
significant in terms of tracking equipment problems? 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

401 Extraction states that total VOC emissions will be less than 2 tons/year from “only 
non-routine emission sources”, specifically fugitive emission sources, based on 
“preliminary calculations” using an estimated number of process components. 
This information is INCOMPLETE and insufficient for the application to be 
processed for the following reasons: 
 
There is no information in the application about the actual or estimated number 
of components (valves, flanges, connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) 
that are included in the preliminary calculations. 
There is no information in the application regarding the emission factors that 
were used to perform the preliminary calculations.   
 
There is no detailed information in the application about how Extraction plans to 
comply with the requirements of all “Applicable State and Federal Air Quality 
Regulations” cited in Section 3.1 of the application.  Specific concerns about 
Extraction’s implementation of USEPA’s New Source Performance Standard, 
OOOOa will be expressed in comments below. 
 
There is no information in the application that supports the validity of Extraction’s 
assertion in Section 4.4.1 that no routine flare emissions are expected. 
Provide specific information on the actual or estimated number of components 
included in the preliminary calculations. State the emission factors used in 
preliminary calculations. Provide justification and valid evidence that no routine 
flare emissions are expected 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

403 Applicable State and Federal Air Quality Regulations:  This information is 
INCOMPLETE and insufficient for the application to be processed for the following 
reasons: In the application Extraction has been careful to parse its statements 
carefully, thus making it impossible to determine the company’s intent to comply 
with all the detailed requirements in Federal regulations.  Specifically, it is stated 
that “Extraction will comply with all applicable requirements that regulate 
upstream production facilities”.   Although the statement is accurate, it is also 
insufficient given the complexity of the Federal regulations referenced below. The 
proposed Broomfield facility is subject to the recently amended and promulgated 
USEPA New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) Ooaa, which regulates VOC 
emissions from onshore crude oil and gas natural gas facilities.  However, there is 
INSUFFICIENT information in the application to determine how Extraction plans to 
comply with standard. Extraction does not state if the facility’s components are 
subject to the control requirements of the standard, or if they are using any 
exemptions allowed by the standard to avoid regulation.  There is INSUFFICIENT 
information in the application for anyone other than Extraction to determine to 
what extent the Broomfield facility is subject to the control, monitoring, 
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements of NSPS 0000a. Furthermore, the 
application is INCOMPLETE, since Extraction has not addressed the implications of 
USEPA’s source determination rule, which provides the definition of “source” and 
the concept of “adjacency”.  New USEPA guidance clarifies which oil and gas 
activity emissions must be aggregated for permitting purposes, such as PSD, 
NNSR, and Title V.  Equipment and activities are deemed adjacent, or part of the 
same source, if there are 1) in the same SIC code, 2) under common control, and 
3) located near each other. Since these issues were not addressed in the current 
application, Extraction needs to address them in an AMENDED application to 
determine if other permitting requirements apply.”State specifically what 
applicable requirements that regulate upstream production facilities Extraction 
will comply with. Since the proposed Broomfield facility is subject to the recently 
amended and promulgated USEPA New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) 
OOOOa, which regulates VOC emissions from onshore crude oil and gas natural 
gas facilities, state how Extraction plans to comply with standard. Extraction does 
not state if the facility’s components are subject to the control requirements of 
the standard, or if they are using any exemptions allowed by the standard to 
avoid regulation. Provide sufficient information in the application for anyone 
other than Extraction to determine to what extent the Broomfield facility is 
subject to the control, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements of 
NSPS 0000a. 
Address the implications of USEPA’s source determination rule, which provides 
the definition of “source” and the concept of “adjacency”.  New USEPA guidance 
clarifies which oil and gas activity emissions must be aggregated for permitting 
purposes, such as PSD, NNSR, and Title V.  Equipment and activities are deemed 
adjacent, or part of the same source, if there are 1) in the same SIC code, 2) under 
common control, and 3) located near each other.   
Since these issues were not addressed in the current application, Extraction needs 
to address them in an AMENDED application to determine if other permitting 
requirements apply.” 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

401 Extraction states that total VOC emissions will be less than 2 tons/year from “only 
non-routine emission sources”, specifically fugitive emission sources, based on 
“preliminary calculations” using an estimated number of process components. 
This information is INCOMPLETE and insufficient for the application to be 
processed for the following reasons: 
 
There is no information in the application about the actual or estimated number 
of components (valves, flanges, connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) 
that are included in the preliminary calculations. 
There is no information in the application regarding the emission factors that 
were used to perform the preliminary calculations.   
 
There is no detailed information in the application about how Extraction plans to 
comply with the requirements of all “Applicable State and Federal Air Quality 
Regulations” cited in Section 3.1 of the application.  Specific concerns about 
Extraction’s implementation of USEPA’s New Source Performance Standard, 
OOOOa will be expressed in comments below. 
 
There is no information in the application that supports the validity of Extraction’s 
assertion in Section 4.4.1 that no routine flare emissions are expected. 
Provide specific information on the actual or estimated number of components 
included in the preliminary calculations. State the emission factors used in 
preliminary calculations. Provide justification and valid evidence that no routine 
flare emissions are expected 

Well Head 
Separators  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

402 2.1.4, p. 3 What is the safety/equipment failure record of Extraction’s well-head 
separators?  Is there any danger with the on-site pressure vessels that hold oil not 
meeting pipeline specifications? 

Proof Regarding  
VOC Emissions  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

402 2.2, p. 3 What is their proof that VOC emissions will be less than 2 ton/year?  
What is there proof that this amount has been safe?  It seems the AERMOD study 
is based on older data and relies on fully functioning equipment.  Can’t CCOB 
require air permits with stricter standards than COGCC? 



 
 

Issue  Subject of 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

403 Air Pollution Emission Notices (APEN) and Air Permits: Extraction states that it will 
determine the emissions from the Broomfield “at the time of construction”. 
This information is INCOMPLETE and insufficient for the application to be 
processed for the following reason: There is no information in the application that 
allows for the Broomfield and the public to review the data.  As currently written 
the application gives Extraction the sole right to determine if emissions from the 
facility are below the thresholds that require additional permits.  This is 
unacceptable. This section must be AMENDED.  The following is suggested:  
At the time of construction, the facility’s regulated components will be completely 
and accurately inventoried, sampled, and emissions calculated.  The resulting 
calculated emissions, including all supporting documentation will be submitted to 
Broomfield for review and approval.  Operation of the facility will not commence 
until Broomfield approves and agrees that no further permits are required. 
Provide information in the CDP that allows for the CCOB and the public to review 
the data.  As currently written the application gives Extraction the sole right to 
determine if emissions from the facility are below the thresholds that require 
additional permits.  This is unacceptable. This section must be AMENDED.  The 
following is suggested: 
At the time of construction, the facility’s regulated components will be completely 
and accurately inventoried, sampled, and emissions calculated.  Submit the 
resulting calculated emissions, including all supporting documentation to CCOB 
for review and approval.  State that operation of the facility will not commence 
until Broomfield approves and agrees that no further permits are required. 

Equipment  
Monitoring  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

404 4.0 What is the assurance that the equipment is working well—will everything be 
monitored adequately enough? 

Additives and Odor I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

404 Emitted odors: Per the Update Committee, state that filters rather than 
fragrances will be used to remove odor. Response should be to the complaint of 
the odor and not just the findings of the CDPHE air analysis. Complaints filed by 
citizens should be addressed nuisances when detectable levels are below 
standards. Additives mask the smell, but do not stop chemical exposure. This is 
not an acceptable remedy for health.  

Emergency  
Venting  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 How/when will residents within one mile be notified of venting? What relocation 
options will be offered.  

Emergency  
Venting  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 4.4.1 How often is emergency venting required, under what circumstances? 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 Venting and Flaring:  It is encouraging that “no routine venting, or flaring is 
planned” at the proposed facilities.  However, sometimes the best plans may go 
astray due to unforeseen events, thus it is realistic to assume that some small 
amount of unplanned venting and flaring is associated with the drilling and oil 
production operations will occur. 
 
This information is INCOMPLETE and insufficient for the application to be 
processed for the following reason: 
Extraction has provided no objective basis for its statement that “no routine 
venting or flaring is planned”. 
The application does not provide for any reporting of unplanned events. 
 
Provide an objective basis for its statement that “no routine venting or flaring is 
planned”.  If there are historical records from similar operations that support the 
assertion, then Extraction needs to include this information in the CDP. The 
application does not provide for any reporting of unplanned events.  Amend the 
CDP to include reporting any unplanned venting of flaring events to the CCOB 
within 24 hours after they occur.  The report must include the date of the event, 
the duration and of the event, a description of why the event occurred, a 
description of the vapors that were vented, an estimate of the emissions that 
occurred, and a description of steps that will be taken to prevent the same or 
similar event from recurring 



 
 

Issue  Section of 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Air Quality I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 LDAR:  A robust Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) Program is essential to assuring 
that VOC emissions are minimized to protect the health and welfare of employees 
at the facilities and the public.  If even small VOC leaks are not detected and 
repaired in a timely basis then emissions could increase significantly and 
potentially cause the facility to become subject to the permitting requirements 
that Extraction is attempting to avoid. This information is INCOMPLETE and 
insufficient for the application to be processed for the following reason: 
Although Extraction has made an initial attempt at preparing an LDAR Program, 
the details in the plan are insufficient to provide any reasonable assurance that 
the goal of minimizing VOC on a long-term basis will be achieved. It is unclear, in 
fact undeterminable, if the proposed LDAR Program is: 1) voluntary, or 2) a plan 
intended to comply with NSPS OOOOa, based on representations made in the 
application.  The proposed plan does not comply with NSPS OOOOa.  If it is 
Extraction’s assertion that the monitoring and repair provisions of NSPS OOOOa 
do not apply, then that determination must be made clear in the application.  If it 
is Extraction’s intention to conduct a voluntary LDAR Program, then the program 
proposed in the application is INCOMPLETE and does not provide sustainable, 
long-term reductions of fugitive VOC emissions.  Furthermore, the program 
proposed in the application insufficient in detail and will not assure that 
components will be monitored properly and in a timely manner. 
The plan does NOT specify: criteria for what level of emissions is considered a 
leak. 
criteria for what level of emissions is considered a repaired leak. A time for 
repairing a leak once detected, such as 15 days. Re-testing immediately after a 
repair to assure the repair is effective. That monitoring, and repairs will be 
performed by technicians who are trained to use the complex FLIR cameras. The 
proposed plan is for ONLY five years.  This is unacceptable since leaks after that 
time will go undetected and not repaired, which will expose the public to 
increasing higher exposure to VOC and hazardous air pollutants.  The application 
must be AMENDED to require component monitoring and repairs for the life of 
the operating facility. Provide sufficient detail in the plan for reasonable 
assurance that the goal of minimizing VOC on a long-term basis will be achieved. 
State whether the proposed LDAR Program is: 1) voluntary, or 2) a plan intended 
to comply with NSPS OOOOa, based on representations made in the application. 
Assure that the proposed plan complies with NSPS OOOOa. If it is Extraction’s 
assertion that the monitoring and repair provisions of NSPS OOOOa do not apply, 
then that determination must be made clear in the plan. If it is Extraction’s 
intention to conduct a voluntary LDAR Program, then the program proposed in 
the application is INCOMPLETE and does not provide sustainable, long-term 
reductions of fugitive VOC emissions. Provide details assuring that components 
will be monitored properly and in a timely manner. Specify criteria for what level 
of emissions is considered a leak, criteria for what level of emissions is considered 
a repaired leak, a time for repairing a leak once detected, re-testing immediately 
after a repair to assure the repair is effective, that monitoring, and repairs will be 
performed by technicians who are trained to use the complex FLIR cameras. 
Amend the application to require component monitoring and repairs for the life 
of the operating facility” 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes  

Submission or 
Reports  
and Compliance 

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

408 Extraction has agreed to submit annual reports to the city as follows: (Air Quality 
Impact Mitigation 7.0 Reporting p9) 
 
• Certification of compliance with the City and County of Broomfield Operator 
Agreement. 
• Documentation of periods of non-compliance, including date, duration, and plan 

to achieve compliance.   

• Certification that onsite equipment has continuously operated within its design 

parameters.   

• Documentation of periods during which equipment operated outside of design 
parameters, including date, duration, and plan to achieve design parameter 

operations.   
 
This time frame is much too long for reports related to non-compliance and 
equipment failure. To ensure the continued health and safety to the community 
and residents, these reports must occur within hours of non-compliance and 
failures. Additionally, to ensure adequate oversite on the part of the city, these 
reports (including documentation of submission of non-compliance and 
equipment failure reports that were submitted immediately after the event 
occurred) should be submitted at a minimum of quarterly.  

Mud Tanks  I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

401 2.1.2, p. 2 Drilling doesn’t mention use of mud tanks, which we presume they are 
using.  Do their tanks vent from the mud/rock/fluids used and produced in 
drilling?  Are they meeting closed loop and green completions requirements? 

More Details 
Needed  
regarding Facility  
Routine Emissions  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

402 Extraction explains that the only non-emergency routine emissions would be from 
“fugitive emissions” of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from the well 
production equipment (valves, flanges, connections, pump seals, compressor 
seals, etc.). “Preliminary calculations of fugitive emissions for each pad indicates 
that total VOC emissions would be less than 2 ton/year.” (Air Quality Impact 
Mitigation 2.2 Facility Routine Emissions, p.3) However, they do not provide any 
information about when, where and how these tests were conducted, the 
technology being used in wells where these tests were conducted, and whether 
that same technology would be used in Broomfield. Nor do they provide any 
proof (via scientifically conducted studies) that this level of emissions has not 
produced any harmful physical effects. This information should be required 
before 2ton/year emissions is deemed acceptable.   

Air Monitoring- 
Production 2.1.4 

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

402 Reference is made to air monitoring, but no details are provided:  Who will 
monitor, how often, who will be allowed to see the results of all the monitoring 
that will be performed? Much more specific detail is required, rather than broad, 
vague statements from the operator. 

Air Quality  
Regulations  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

403 3.1, p. 4 Because federal air quality regulations may be loosened under the Trump 
administration, can we lock in the strictest regulations that have ever been 
enacted and say that when stricter regulations are adopted, those will apply? 

Lack off data Air  
Quality Mitigation  
Section  

I – Air Quality  
Mitigation  

404 The Extraction plan describes numerous methods and mitigation technologies 
that will ensure acceptable levels of air quality (Air Quality Impact Mitigation 4.0 
Mitigation of Emissions, pp4 – 6). However, they do not cite any data to show 
how well these methods and technologies have worked in the past. Their 
performance record for each method or technology they put forth should be 
required as proof of the viability of that method or technology. This should 
include explanations of where, when, and why these methods might not have 
worked and what they will do differently than what was done when these 
methods and technologies were ineffective. Proof of viability data should be 
detailed with location and drilling site details so that this information can be 
compared to proposed locations and drilling site details in Broomfield. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

LDAR Program  I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 4.4.2 Why is the LDAR program discontinued after 5 years?  Shouldn’t it be 
continued throughout the life of the well?  Extraction's plan must be subject to 
the AQCC's LDAR program which remains in effect for the life of the well.  

AVO Program  I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

405 The AVO program should be supplemented by a robust citizen reporting system to 
CCOB so that proposed nuisance regulations can be enforced promptly. 

Air Quality Action 
Days   

I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

407 Extraction lists several ways in which they can limit air quality emissions, but only 
agrees to do this on days in which the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment for the Front Range Area issues an Air Quality Action Day Advisory 
(Air Quality Impact Mitigation, 6.6 Air Quality Action Days, p8). Given the health 
impacts of air quality and Extraction’s expressed capability of limiting emissions, 
these practices should be required on all days. In addition, postponing 
construction activities should be required, not when possible, on Air Quality 
Action Dates (see section 6.0) 

Air Quality  
Action Days   

I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

407 
408 

6.0 & 7.0 Who will check whether Extraction is reporting accurately on the 
measures suggested and taken for air action days and in general?  We are relying 
a lot on their reporting.  Wouldn’t no emissions be better on action days given 
how some people’s health is so affected on those days?  The annual time frame is 
too long for reports related to non-compliance and equipment failure and should 
occur within hours of non-compliance and failures when it comes to affecting 
health and safety.  Perhaps quarterly reporting should be required to make sure 
that reports and actions to correct are made. 

National Gas  
Star Program  

I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

409 Extraction says that it participates in the National Gas Star Program (Air Quality 
Impact Mitigation 8.0 National Gas Star p10). This is a voluntary program that 
encourages oil and gas companies to adopt cost effective technologies and 
practices that improve operational efficiency and reduce methane emissions. 
Saying that they participate in the program provides no useful information on 
what they are doing to improve efficiency and reduce emissions. These practices 
should be spelled out and the success (or lack of success of the Extraction 
practices in these regards) should be documented and included in this section of 
the plan. With the Trump administration wanting to relax methane rules, can we 
hold  
operators to 2016 or better standards?  There needs to be proof that Extraction is 
following these standards. 

Air Quality I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

400-
411 

Emissions: Other than Extraction’s unconfirmed representations about emissions, 
there is insufficient information in the application to assure the public that the 
calculated emission levels will be achieved during startup and during ongoing 
operations over many years.   

Air Quality I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

400-
411 

Accountability in future years: State how will the owner/operator be held 
accountable both now and in future years. Representations made in the 
application must be presented in sufficient detail, so they can be verifiable.   

Air Quality  
Action Days   

I - Air Quality  
Mitigation  

407 
408 

6.0 & 7.0 Who will check whether Extraction is reporting accurately on the 
measures suggested and taken for air action days and in general?  We are relying 
a lot on their reporting.  Wouldn’t no emissions be better on action days given 
how some people’s health is so affected on those days?  The annual time frame is 
too long for reports related to non-compliance and equipment failure and should 
occur within hours of non-compliance and failures when it comes to affecting 
health and safety.  Perhaps quarterly reporting should be required to make sure 
that reports and actions to correct are made. 

Emergency 
Response  
Preparedness 

J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

411 Emergency Communications: Define what emergency communications will be 
used - Cell phones, land lines, etc.  State how will these devices or lack of devices 
affect response times.  State whether lack of electrical power will be a factor. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

Soil Testing J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

422 nearby well testing and retest: Perform baseline testing for hydrocarbons at 
nearby wells, for example Lowell/Livingston, and repeat the test after drilling by 
an approved consultant 

Spills J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

422 Reporting: Maintain a daily incident log and submit it to the CCOB for 
monthly/quarterly posting. 

Fires  J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

423 "Oil Well fires can result from human actions, such as accidents or arson, or 
natural events such as lightening, this risk needs to be qualified. At what level is 
this not safe in a residential area? Fire departments should be notified for ALL 
fires, not just some. 

Fire & Explosion J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

428 Determining wind direction: Three wind socks will be equally spaced around the 
perimeter within a lighted position to indicate the wind direction always to 
continually monitor emission direction. 

Resident Plan  J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

420-
425 

Why is there no mention of informing the city or nearby residents? We need 
robust emergency and evacuation plans for these neighborhoods that includes a 
reverse 911 sign up for residents with out of state cell phone numbers 

Emergency 
Response  
Preparedness 

J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

411 The plan seems to be a generic emergency response plan and preparedness plan. 
Stated that Tactical Response Plan will be made and approved by Broomfield OEM 
and North Metro Fire District. It was noted that Adams County OEM is listed for 
notifications, but their fire department, police dispatch is not listed under 
emergency responders despite their homes being 1000 feet from well sites. Add 
Adams county emergency responder’s numbers to the TRP. List employee 
personnel that will be on sites and who are responsible for various procedures 
Extraction should give Broomfield the personnel title (eventually employee name, 
number, etc.) and the order of command in case of emergencies. Who is at site at 
various times, etc.? It should also be noted what employees are Extraction 
employees or contractors. (In recent explosion in Windsor, Weld County, Dec. 
2017, Extraction noted that the employee that was injured by a contractor) What 
effect does it have in emergency response? Broomfield should require that an 
Extraction employee be responsible for initial responses to all emergencies, thus, 
a paid Extraction employee should be on site at all times." 

Emergency 
Response  
Preparedness 

J - Emergency  
Response  
Preparedness 

411 No emergency evacuation routes are listed. Broomfield Emergency Management 
Team will work with Extraction, but public should be aware in advance of routes 
that would be available especially for Anthem communities. What procedures 
notify residential areas, schools and other high-density buildings, and DOT for 
complications with Highway 470 and I25. Broomfield should meet with HOA’s and 
School Personnel in the area to plan various scenarios and training in the 
community. Broomfield Emergency Response need to be aware of residents who 
may need assistance to evacuate – medical, homebound seniors, school children. 

Northwest A&B K - Air Quality  438 Northwest A and B—an irrigation ditch is mentioned.  Does this need to be 
protected as a waterway?  Monitoring was done close to Nordstrom 3-9 well pad.  
3-9 had releases from crude oil tank and separator and was repaired in 10/21/16. 

Nordstrom 1-9 K - Air Quality  439 Nordstrom 1-9—the crude tank was leaking and repaired 10/21/16. 

Air Quality  
Baselines  

K - Air Quality  435 Were inspections done on wells in the area prior to the samples? It is important 
to understand what the baselines were based on. The study was also based on the 
eliminated Sheraton Pad, and Lowell Pad with 29 wells  

Livingston Study  K - Air Quality  438 p. 2 Livingston—baseline #’s inflated by the existing pad and the 650’ south of NW 
Parkway (depressed grade may gather more heavy gases)?  Livingston 43-07 had 
releases from weep valve and a fitting and was repaired 9/22/16. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

SUMMA vs SUMA  
Canisters  
Clarification on  
Leaking Wells  

K - Air Quality  437 1.0 and 2.0, p. 1+ They are using SUMMA not SUMA canisters, right?  Were the 
locations selected far enough from existing, potentially leaky older wells to get an 
accurate baseline?  Were the wells (see below) found leaking in 2016 still not 
leaking when the sampling was done?  These wells were OK in 2015 and found 
leaking in 2016—how often do leaks occur?  Were other wells nearby that could 
have contributed to the results?  Extraction is claiming that the dominant source 
of VOC emissions is likely related to transportation.  Are any of these older wells 
being plugged and abandoned before construction? Any update given the 
November sampling? 

Interchange A&B K - Air Quality  439 p. 3 Interchange A and B—monitors near Beyer 10-5 and Sharpe 2-10 well sites 
and B monitor near storage tank and other production equipment.  Beyer had 
release from combustor and separator and was repaired 7/22/16.  Sharpe had 
releases at controller/separator and was repaired 11/11/16. 

Layout of 
Livingstone  
Pad wells 

L - Facility  
Emissions  

40 Given the layout of the wells on the Livingstone pad, it appears frac engines will 
be placed at the far northern section of the pad site, increasing the emissions and 
noise impact on Anthem residents. Noise and Air Emission studies included in the 
report need to be revised to reflect the actual exposure 

Questions and  
Observation on  
Facility Emissions  

L - Facility  
Emissions  

486 What are the reliability and validity coefficients and confidence levels of this 
AERMOD application?  Does SLR have any bias in favor of the industry?  On p. 20, 
it states: “A detailed review of AERMOD performance indicates that the model is 
generally conservative, especially for predicted high (maximum) impacts.  
AERMOD was found to provide predictions that were within a factor of 2 of the 
observations over 70% of the time for low level source characterized as area and 
volume sources.”  Does a factor of 2 relate to standard deviations?  If so, that is 
quite a range and not very reliable and valid.  Also, it sounds like the conservative 
estimates are for maximum impacts—does that mean that they tend to 
overestimate or underestimate potential impacts? Why were some data listed in 
blue on p.15?  Do these data accurately reflect the data that went into the study?   
Is it assured that the equipment listed will be used or will some equipment be 
changed and not meet performance based standards? The data are based on 
sequential operations rather than any simultaneous operations (3.5, p. 14, p. 28, 
5.1, p. 31) and therefore there could be cumulative effects that are not accounted 
for.  If you consider Table 9, p 32, and that drilling, and completions may be 
occurring at the same time on different pads, could there possibly be a NO2 spike 
to the unacceptable limits of 188 µg/m3 per hour or 100 µg/m3 per year?  P.33 
suggests that workers could be exposed to quite high concentrations and that 
some homes could be affected South and Southeast of Livingston. Table 12, p. 36 
notes PM2.5 at 16.5 µg/m3 in 24 hours during the fracking stage.  Again, that 
could misrepresent the level of danger if it doesn’t account for simultaneous 
operations.  PM2.5 is very dangerous to health and there are levels reported 
greater than the standard exposing workers and the immediate areas, pp 37-40. 
As the equipment ages, will these data hold up?  It is important that adequate 
monitoring continue, and problems addressed promptly. 
CDPHE and permitting standards are based on limited data as to cumulative and 
long-term effects of pollutants.  Also, these AERMOD data are based mostly on 
means rather than modes and ranges and this can distort the impacts of spikes in 
pollution.  The data are also based on equipment specifications (ideal) rather than 
history of problems (real).  Furthermore, the data do not account for cumulative 
effects of oil and gas operations in the Front Range, p. 8, 4.2, p.21, p. 45.4.3 
Meteorological Data Is the Platteville dataset from 2009 similar enough to apply 
to Broomfield? It is described as a “rural area surrounded by natural scrubland 
with some irrigated land in the distance.”  Broomfield has become more 
urbanized than in 2009 and is higher in elevation than Platteville by about 600’. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Air Quality L - Facility  
Emissions  

400-
411 

The document is superficial in how the company will operate and monitor the 
subject processes, and does not adequately explain how it will achieve the 
purported low VOC emission levels in a sustainable, long term manner.  Likewise, 
the reporting of excess emissions associated with operational upsets in 
inadequate and needs improvements.  These concerns are addressed in the 
following comments; the intention of which is to assure that appropriate 
operating, monitoring, and reporting safeguards are in place for the health and 
welfare of both company employees and the public for the immediate and long-
term operation of the facility.  Since the facilities will operate equipment near 
residential and school areas, especially equipment that has the potential to emit 
significant amounts of hazardous chemicals, it is paramount that Extraction 
provide more then general details about how the equipment will be operated, 
monitored, and maintained to minimize emissions, not only initially by also 
through the entire operating life of the equipment. 

Facility Emissions  
Air Quality Impact  
should be in order  

L - Facility  
Emissions  

486 Section L of the CDP –  Facility Emissions Inventories & Air Quality Impact Studies 
– logically belongs with Section I of the CDP – Air Quality Impact Mitigation). 
These two sections should either be integrated with each other or one should 
follow the other. Information currently included in one section should also be 
checked for consistency with information currently included in the other section. 

Hazardous Waste  
and Emergencies   

N - 
Hazardous  
Waste  

542 For the city to be adequately prepared for any emergency situations related to 
hazardous materials, Extraction should notify Broomfield of all hazardous 
materials either on site and/or in vehicles traveling on roads in Broomfield. Doing 
so is not included in Extraction’s plan. Extraction’s plan also does not compare 
possible hazardous material situations that might require mitigation with the 
ability (equipment, training, etc.) of Broomfield Emergency Services to do the 
required mitigation. 

Avoiding  
Soil Contamination 

N - 
Hazardous  
Waste  

545 How can soil contamination be avoided? Instead of remediating or removing, it 
needs to be prevented. All released, intended and unintended need to be 
reported in Broomfield. Hazardous chemicals should be updated daily in case of 
emergencies. All chemicals on site should be listed for emergency preparedness. 

List of chemicals 
utilized at well sites 

N - 
Hazardous  
Waste  

546 List of chemicals utilized in hydraulic fracturing fluid at well sites. How can the City 
check to see if the banned chemicals are being used to frack? 

Livingston Pad Berm P - Water 
Quality  

41 Verify that the Livingston Pad berm is in the proper place above the platted CCOB 
Public Water System Reservoir.  The requirement for an earthen berm nearby the 
reservoir is "For locations within five hundred (500) feet and up-gradient of a 
surface water body, tertiary containment, such as an earthen berm, is required 
around production facilities." 

Spill Emergency 
Plan  

P - Water 
Quality  

422 Spill Emergency Plan does not address the immediate need to determine if water 
sources are impacted, like what it states for air quality.  "Environmental 
supervisor will implement initial air monitoring." 

Drinking Water 
Contamination 
Plan  

P - Water 
Quality  

426 Emergency response plan for the Livingston Pad should contain the procedure for 
how Broomfield residents will be notified that their drinking water may have been 
contaminated by a spill, blowout, pipeline leak or well problem. 

City Water  
Reservoir 

P - Water 
Quality  

429 Platted City Public Water System reservoir should be shown as a critical receptor 
on the Livingston Pad schematic.  



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP 

Page # Notes 

 
Sienna Reservoir 
Location 

P - Water 
Quality  

549 Sienna Reservoir is within 1500 feet of the Livingston Pad. The hydrocarbon mist 
of the Anadarko Hudson Blowout reached 2000 feet on 1/20/17, according to the 
COGCC.  It is not safe to have a drinking water source within range of a possible 
blowout.  COGCC Rule 317B should have been amended to provide a buffer zone 
of at least 2000 feet for all Public Water Systems, but since it has not been, then 
XOG must agree to at least provide this buffer zone in Broomfield to protect 
public health.  https://cogcc.state.co.us/Announcements/Rule317B.pdf     
https://www.denverpost.com/2017/01/25/anadarko-well-spill-flow-redirected/ 

Platted City  
Public Water  
Supply 

P - Water 
Quality  

549 The platted City Public Water System reservoir is within 2000 feet of Livingston 
Pad.  The hydrocarbon mist of the Anadarko Hudson Blowout reached 2000 feet 
on 1/20/17, according to the COGCC.  It is not safe to have a drinking water 
source within range of a possible blowout.  COGCC Rule 317B should have been 
amended to provide a buffer zone of at least 2000 feet for all Public Water 
Systems, but since it has not been, then XOG must agree to at least provide this 
buffer zone in Broomfield to protect public health.  
https://cogcc.state.co.us/Announcements/Rule317B.pdf     
https://www.denverpost.com/2017/01/25/anadarko-well-spill-flow-redirected/ 

Anadarko  
Blowout  

P - Water 
Quality  

549 Any plan for a COGCC Rule 317B requirement is missing: "An   emergency   spill   
response   program   that   includes   employee   training, safety, and maintenance 
provisions and current contact information for downstream Public Water 
System(s) located within fifteen (15) stream miles of the DCPS Operation."   
https://cogcc.state.co.us/Announcements/Rule317B.pdf 
This emergency plan should be robust enough to handle a major accident like the 
Anadarko Blowout.  https://www.denverpost.com/2017/01/25/anadarko-well-
spill-flow-redirected/ 

 
 
COGCC Rule 317B 
Requirement  
is Missing  

 
 
 
P - Water 
Quality  

 
 
 
 
549 

Any plan for a COGCC Rule 317B requirement is missing: "If a spill or release 
impacts or threatens to impact a Public Water System, the operator shall notify 
the affected or potentially affected Public Water System(s) immediately following 
discovery of the release, and the spill or release shall be reported to the 
Commission in accordance with Rule 906.b.(3), and to the Environmental 
Release/Incident Report Hotline (1-877-518-5608) in accordance with Rule 
906.b.(4)."  https://cogcc.state.co.us/Announcements/Rule317B.pdf 

Proposed  
vs 
Platted  

P - Water 
Quality  

549 Should state "Due to the proposed pad's proximity to the platted Broomfield 
reservoir..." instead of “Due to the proposed pad’s proximity to the proposed 
Broomfield reservoir, the Master Operator Agreement would still require tertiary 
containment through separators, steel-rim berms around equipment, engineered 
liners, and a berm around the pad. The reservoir will also be protected because of 
the use of pipelines and no tanks." 

Baseline 
Samples 

P - Water 
Quality  

555 Baseline samples should be taken relevant to the correct XOG plans.  Air quality 
monitoring baseline tests were listed from the wrong pad locations. 

Livingston Pad 
Location to  
Reservoir  

P - Water 
Quality  

555 XOG understands it is building the Livingston Pad near uphill from the platted City 
Public Water System reservoir.  XOG needs to put in writing in the CDP that it will 
pay for an environmental contractor to do an SAP for the land under and 
surrounding this reservoir in a period set by the City before construction of the 
reservoir begins.  XOG will then continue to do monitoring of this water body on a 
periodic basis set by the City to protect public health. 

Language Issue P - Water 
Quality  

555 "In accordance with Rule 609, an attempt will be made to identify four AWS for 
each proposed oil and gas well. If four AWS cannot be sampled, fewer samples 
may be collected."  should state "If four AWS are not available to be sampled" 

Language Issue P - Water 
Quality  

555 In the last paragraph, it should be added, "If more than four AWS are identified 
for an oil and gas well, the operator will choose the 4 sites based on the criteria 
outlined by the COGCC."  https://cogcc.state.co.us/COGIS_Help/SampleData.pdf 
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CDP 
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Public Systems  
Subject to Rule 
317B 

P - Water 
Quality  

555 List in the Water Quality Plan the Public Water Systems subject to the protections 
of COGCC Rule 317B related to the proposed XOG pads.  The website that the 
COGCC suggests for this is not operating. 
http://cogcc.state.co.us/documents/reg/Rules/2008/317B_SurfaceWaterProtecti
on.pdf http://cogcc.state.co.us/infosys/Maps/LoadMap.cfm 

Samples with  
each new Well  
Drilled  

P - Water 
Quality  

556 To protect the safety of the water supply, specify that with the drilling of each 
new well on a pad, new water samples will be taken.  None of the previous water 
samples from wells on the same pad can be reused to satisfy the 4 AWS 
requirement.  For example, on the 19 well Livingston Pad, each well will require 4 
AWS samples and scheduled follow-ups.  None of the 4 samples from other wells 
on that pad can be reused. 

Educational  
Materials 

P - Water 
Quality  

556 2.2.1.1 With the letter sent out for the access agreement, XOG is required to send 
out educational material to inform well owners about some observable signs of 
excessive methane levels.  (For example- “gurgling noise”, sputtering at the tap, 
the water has a lot of gas bubbles, is effervescent or fizzy, no unusual odor, water 
hammer, pressure surge.)   

Dangers of 
Methane 
in Drinking Water 

P - Water 
Quality  

556 2.2.1.1 With the letter sent out for the access agreement, XOG will also include 
information on the dangers of methane in human and animal drinking water.   

Language Issues P - Water 
Quality  

556 typos - "XOG will no rely" "The Director timely received the analytical data form.." 
"without every producing" 

Water Well 
Samples  

P - Water 
Quality  

558 The environmental contractor must conduct the sample collection for water wells 
while the landowner is onsite. 

Water Well  
Response Time  

P - Water 
Quality  

561  A specific response time should be required for XOG to respond to a landowner 
complaint about a water source. "As soon as possible" is too vague.  "Additional 
water quality sampling and monitoring may be undertaken at the direction of 
XOG if water quality issues or concerns are identified through a landowner 
complaint or inquiry, or at the request of the COGCC. Additional samples will be 
collected as soon as possible after the EC has been notified, or on the schedule 
specified by XOG." 

Notifications of  
Water Issue  

P - Water 
Quality  

571 11.3.1 Add the City to those notified.  "XOG will notify the landowner, the City and 
the COGCC…." 

Language  
Issue  

P - Water 
Quality  

585 XOG should ask CCOB the name of the regulatory Water Quality Monitoring 
Program Contact and fill in the name. 

Post Stimulation 
Samples 

P - Water 
Quality  

597 The Post-stimulation samples list is missing and needs to add: 1. One sample 
within six (6) months after commencement of the Production Phase; (p. 6 of the 
MOU may conflict with P. 119, Regulatory Recommendations agree with p. 6) 

MOU Info P - Water 
Quality  

597 Add this from MOU to CCOB Appendix "The Operator shall not permanently store 
fracturing chemicals, flowback from hydraulic fracturing, or produced water in the 
City limits. Operator shall remove all hydraulic fracturing chemicals at a Well Site 
within thirty (30) days following the completing of hydraulic fracturing at that 
Well Site." 

 Vicinity  
Map 

P - Water 
Quality  

733 Platted City Public Water System reservoir should be on the Vicinity Map south of 
the Livingston Pad. 

Instructions on  
Contacting COGCC 

P - Water 
Quality  

556,56
1 

2.2.1.1 With the letter sent out for the access agreement, XOG will include 
information on how landowners can contact the COGCC at a time of landowner 
concerns. 

Tactical  
Response Map  

P - Water 
Quality  

415 
and 
419 

Tactical Response Maps should show platted City Public Water System reservoir. 



 
 

Issue  Section in 
CDP  

Page # Notes 

Emphasis on 
Page 597 

P - Water 
Quality  

553-
554 

The Introduction and Table of Contents needs to immediately call attention to p. 
597 which lays out the stricter standards imposed by CCOB with which XOG will 
comply. 

Sampling  
Instructions  

P - Water 
Quality  

556, 
561 

2.2.1.1 With the letter sent out for the access agreement, XOG will also include 
information on how landowners can request additional samples from XOG at a 
time of landowner concern. 

Must contact 
vs Good Faith 
Efforts  

P - Water 
Quality  

556, 
598? 

"XOG..will make good faith efforts to contact each identified landowner."  XOG 
has a very poor track record in these areas, shown by the successful protest of 
Wildgrass mineral owners when they were not properly notified by XOG.  The CDP 
should specify that XOG will use all means to find the current contact information 
for each landowner.  

Tactical  
Response Map  

P - Water 
Quality  

733-
734 

The body of water north of 153rd and west of I-25 near Interchange B Pad is not 
on the Vicinity Map or the Tactical Response Map.  

Construction  
Plans  

P - Water 
Quality  

  A section needs to be added comply with, "The owner or operator shall provide 
its plans concerning downhole construction details and installation practices, 
including casing and cementing design, and shall inform the City how the plans 
establish that the operation does not create significant degradation to surface 
waters or drinking water aquifers;" (This is to ensure adequate construction to 
prevent migration of hydrocarbons into an aquifer.) 

Plan not  
in Compliance 

Q - Storm  
Management   
Erosion 
Control 

603 The referenced document is Broomfield's official stormwater control regulations 
document.   It is very clearly stated on page 3 of the Appendix:  "When preparing 
your plan, make sure to address each item included in this guidance. If it is not 
applicable to your site, briefly explain why. A simple Not Applicable" is not enough. 
Failure to address each item is a violation of the Stormwater Construction Permit."  
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN PREPARATION GUIDANCE 
(https://www.broomfield.org/DocumentCenter/View/4280) 
Furthermore, the subsequent paragraph states: 
"In addition, your SWMP should follow the same format as the SWMP 
requirements listed in Section C, below. That is, even if you are using an existing 
document (such as plans and specs) that addresses the required SWMP items, you 
should include a cross-reference for each of the SWMP items that indicates where 
it can be found in your existing document." 
Section C requirements mentioned in the above paragraph are as follows: 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - General Requirements 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Site Description 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Site Map 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Stormwater Management Controls 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - SWMP Administrator 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Identification of Potential Pollutant 
Sources 
... all disturbed and stored soils 
... vehicle tracking of sediments Issue  Section in CDP  Page # Notes  
... significant dust or particulate generating processes 
... routine maintenance activities 
... on-site waste management practices 
... concrete truck/equipment washing 
... dedicated asphalt and concrete batch plants 
... non-industrial waste sources 
... other areas or procedures where potential spill can occur 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Best Management Practices 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Final Stabilization and Long-term 
Stormwater Management 
. Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) - Inspection and Maintenance 
Procedures 
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  Q - Storm  
Management   
Erosion 
Control 

603 The previous item shows the stormwater management/erosion control plan as 
submitted by the operator does not comply with the extensive requirements of 
the City of Broomfield.    The Broomfield document has 11 pages of itemized 
description of what must comprise a stormwater management/erosion control 
plan; it even allows leeway for the operator to use its own (operator's) format and 
the one requirement is to provide a cross-reference to the items found in the 
Broomfield document. The operator fails to comply. 
 
"STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN PREPARATION GUIDANCE  
(https://www.broomfield.org/DocumentCenter/View/4280)" 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Relatable Risks: Relate risks to common, clearly understood, basic risks that a 
community faces in everyday life. For example, the risk of accidents that lead to 
emergency room visits. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

613 Risk and Contingency Response Planning: "  
Identify the contingency or response plan tasks (or steps) that can be performed 
to 
implement the mitigation strategy. These include general Emergency Response 
Plans or 
Site-Specific Tactical Response Plans.   
· Identify the necessary resources such as responding agencies, company 
equipment and 
labor, vendor resources and capital needs. 
· Identify the gaps in available resources for responding agencies and assist in 
closing 
those gaps. 
· Develop a contingency plan schedule. 
· Define emergency notification and escalation procedures, if appropriate. 
· Develop contingency plan training materials, if appropriate. 
· Coordinate and train on contingencies and responses with responding agencies; 
· Review and update contingency plans if necessary. 
· Publish the plan(s) and distribute the plan(s) to management and those directly 
involved in executing the plan(s)." 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

614 Omission: Identify welfare as well as health and safety impacts 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

614 Multi-Well Pads: Show how risks are compounded by multi-well pads 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

614 Multi-Year Life: Show how risks are compounded over 30 years 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

614 Pipeline Risk: Add discussion of specific pipeline risks 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

616 Cumulative Risk: Compute cumulative risk before/after mitigations 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Plan Submittal: State when the Plan will be submitted: Risk Assessment before 
drilling begins 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Form S-1, Securities Registration Statement filed by Extraction lists risks identified 
by the operator regarding their operations.  

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Scenario Analysis: Scenario Analysis Define a single, worst-case, scenario analysis, 
with result extrapolated to other pads 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Setbacks: Justify setback distances, particularly for explosions and water 
contamination 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Risk Factors: Define impact for number of wells, expected lifetime of the pad, pad 
separation, geology, weather, and population density 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Pipelines: Address risks related to pipelines, gathering lines, and on-site 
equipment 
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Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Assumptions: State and justify assumptions; for example, additional risks with 
multi-well pads as compared with the same number of geographically isolated 
pads. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Data Inputs: Make available references for probability of occurrence and probable 
impacts 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 List of Risks: Account for risks to health, safety, and welfare: blowout and 
explosions, air pollution, water contamination, truck noise, light pollution, health 
risks (including cancer, asthma and other respiratory conditions), property values, 
loss of tax revenue due to depressed property values. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Individual and Cumulative Risks: Illustrate individual and cumulative risk versus 
setback distance, the number of wells on a pad, water reservoirs in proximity, and 
population density. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Correlations: Address positive and negative correlations, where one risk makes 
others more likely or less likely, shall be addressed. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Uncertainties: Address systematic uncertainties due to small sample size and large 
data variance 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Benchmarks: Compare results obtained with those produced a study using well-
respected tools in widespread use in the QRA community. For example, a study 
using SAFETI software. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Insurance and Bonding: Link risks to insurance and bonding obtained by the 
operator. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 New Technology Risks: Address risks due to enhanced completions, landscaping 
(wildfire risk), pipelines, electric equipment, and other technology enhancements 
and mitigations 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Reporting: Provide weekly risk assessment reports on Thursday COB at start of 
project until the end of 1st year of production. After that, provide monthly risk 
assessment reports for the next 3 years and one report every quarter till the end 
of production. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

606 Risk Update: Employ Bayesian inference or comparable statistical method to 
update risk as more information becomes available. 

Risk Analysis Issues  
not addressed  

R - Risk  
Management  

607 Thresholds of Risk are not identified in this plan. At what risk point will drilling not 
occur? At which point will any drilling be deemed unsafe? In this case, Extraction 
can't depend solely on a cost/benefit analysis. How are they measuring 
cost/benefit regarding human life? What is deemed an acceptable risk for the 
community? This needs to be defined. See page 614 specifically Risk Response. 
Under the Site Inspection plans (pg. 26-36), several risks were listed under 
Potential Pollution Sources - Dust, Fuel, Oil, Fluids, etc. In addition, blowouts, 
explosions, gas leaks, venting of hazardous gasses, are all listed as risks. None of 
these were addressed in the Risk Management Plan and how Extraction plans to 
handle these various risks. 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

613 Start and Stop Triggers: Define Triggers. Associated with a contingency plan, are 
“start” triggers and “stop” triggers. A start trigger is an event that would activate 
the contingency plan, while a stop trigger is the he criteria to resume normal 
operations 

Risk R - Risk  
Management  

613 Specificity: Cite specific "quantitative tools and matrices": Cite specific 
"quantitative tools and matrices" 

Risk Assessment 2.3 R - Risk  
Management  

613 Reference is made to Risk Assessment Tools, but this is too general: Extraction 
should provide a sample of the tools they plan to use for Broomfield projects or a 
sample of a completed Risk Assessment used on one of their other projects, such 
as their Windsor project, for review by CCOB. 
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Risk R - Risk  
Management  

613 Risk and Contingency Response Plan Timing: Extraction must have this plan in 
place before work begins with Broomfield.  Broomfield’s own emergency 
response plan does not seem to include the magnitude of this new project of 
wells. Thus, this risk management greatly increases with the presence of wells.  
Broomfield must clearly assess the ability of Fire, Police and other responders to 
be able to handle the risks now added to personnel with this project. Ex. The foam 
needed to fight fires on sites. This was a problem in the explosion in December 
2017. Increase training for Broomfield personnel and area residents. Coordinate 
training with Adams County and practice new protocols. It is imperative that 
Anthem Ranch residents are fully prepared due to the proximity of Livingston Pad 
and the age of its residents. 

Pause on Pre-
Production  
Operations  
During Risky Times  

R - Risk  
Management 
General 
Question 

  Investigate and do analysis of how weather affects number and type of accidents.  
Three fires/explosions in December 2017, likely due to cold weather, caused 1 
worker death and serious injuries in 4 others.  Consider enforcing parameters on 
certain types of operations when they are more dangerous (Ozone action days are 
in the Task Force recommendations).   Also, consider drought conditions in 
Colorado and concern about water supplies and put parameters around the use of 
water in drilling and fracking operations even though municipal water is not used 
by operators.  The use of water from elsewhere in Colorado diminishes our 
municipal supply and increases water costs. 

Business Viability  R - Risk  
Management 
General 
Question 

  Because operators sometimes go bankrupt and the industry is at risk for 
downturns in the market and expensive losses, operators coming into Broomfield 
should prove their viability before permits are issued. This notion could also be 
applied to other industries that pose hazards to health and environment—part of 
the equation in promoting a good quality of businesses in Broomfield. 
Independent expert financial analysis of the operators’ stability and resources 
with a rating scale developed and a certain “grade” necessary, like what is done 
with alternative site analyses. Analysis of operators’ record of equipment failures 
and human errors and remediation efforts.  History of worker injuries and how 
these were addressed and compensated.  Again, a rating scale could be 
developed and a certain “grade” necessary.  As of 10/6/17, Extraction was still 
being investigated for air quality violations; original citation was in August of 2015 
(Longmont Times Call.) Adequate (per Charles Taylor recommendations) bonding 
and insurance established before permits are issued so that potential costs are 
covered. Because operators sometimes go bankrupt and the industry is at risk for 
downturns in the market and expensive losses, operators coming into Broomfield 
should prove their viability before permits are issued.  This notion could also be 
applied to other industries that pose hazards to health and environment—part of 
the equation in promoting a good quality of businesses in Broomfield. 
Independent expert financial analysis of the operators’ stability and resources 
with a rating scale developed and a certain “grade” necessary, like what is done 
with alternative site analyses. Analysis of operators’ record of equipment failures 
and human errors and remediation efforts.  History of worker injuries and how 
these were addressed and compensated.  Again, a rating scale could be 
developed and a certain “grade” necessary.  As of 10/6/17, Extraction was still 
being investigated for air quality violations; original citation was in August of 2015 
(Longmont Times Call.) Adequate (per Charles Taylor recommendations) bonding 
and insurance established before permits are issued so that potential costs are 
covered. 
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Setbacks  R - Risk  
Management 
General 
Question 

  Comprehensive Plan/regulations need to be updated to reflect more recent 
findings: increased setbacks and decreased density matrix #’s to assure health 
PA study (N=1.1million+): 
http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/3/12/e1603021 
Findings: @1 km (3281’) 25% increase in probability of low birth weight and poor 
health in infants. Some adverse effects found until 3 km. This provides validation 
of McKenzie’s results and other studies, some done longitudinally (see 
researchgate.net and search for hydraulic fracturing).  

Cost bearing  R - Risk  
Management 
General 
Question 

  Because communities and taxpayers end up spending money to assure health and 
safety and clean up messes, operators should shoulder more of the cost—it’s the 
cost of doing business in a municipality and the state.  Current fees and state 
severance taxes do not cover the costs or support communities and regulatory 
agencies (COGCC and CDPHE) adequately.  The purported millions that the 
industry adds to the economy doesn’t necessarily enter our revenue stream.  The 
industry spends a lot of money on promoting their business through advertising, 
lobbying, swaying elections, and generally fighting more regulatory oversight 
(more than 80 million in past 4 years, Denver Post 7/16/17). 
• Charge operators more to cover costs of staff and infrastructure such as roads 
and air monitoring. 
• Make sure that operators cover the costs of emergency services, such as foam 
and specialized equipment and training for personnel.  Routes and notification 
procedures for evacuations also need to be developed and covered. 
• Advocate, preferably along with other communities, for state-level change 
regarding severance tax so that operators adequately fund communities and the 
state and plug and abandon old wells.  Check with other states and see whether 
the proposed .0011 mill levy is adequate and the “best management practice.” 
• Operators should help fund good research on health—pre- and post-tests, 
longitudinal studies in addition to Best Management Practices.  It is up to them to 
prove that their operations are safe.  Will CDPHE release their promised 2018 
update if the state can’t now afford it? 
• Ordinances and fees regarding nuisances and non-compliance with 
contract/regulations.  Fees to help cover cost of personnel (inspector, police, etc.) 
and equipment (FLIR camera, etc.). 
• Upfront fees/bonding to cover reclamation and abandonment and plugging 
costs. 
• P. 16, 17-54-040:  Why isn’t Extraction planning to reenter to deepen, 
recomplete or rework any well?  Does this mean they are planning on selling to 
another operator after initial production?  

Raptors Nests  
Migratory Birds of 
Conservation 
Concern 

T - Wetlands  
Protections  

638 Numerous sites listed known raptor nests, and 6 Migratory Birds of Conservation 
Concern that ground nest in these areas. How will these birds be protected? See 
attached study on PTSD in birds near O&G Sites. Put a plan in place regarding our 
wildlife and environment  

Possible Flood Area  T - Wetlands  
Protections  

  On viewing the maps presented by Extraction no potential wetlands or water of 
the U.S. are mapped within the proposed disturbance boundaries of the project 
(according to APEX Companies LLC letters). However, there are some close calls 
and mother nature does not always comply with the mapmakers. On Interchange 
B Pad page 628, 651,655,659 there is almost no distance from the S E corner to a 
FEMA 100-year floodplain and about 150 feet from the SW corner. Also from the 
South end there is about 450 feet to a potential wetland. On the Interchange A 
Pad page 626, 651, 655, 659 there is about 600 feet to a FEMA 100 year flood 
plain and about 750 feet to a potential wetland.  On the Livingston Pad page 640, 
630 there is about 150 feet to a stream, about 1500 feet to the Sienna Reservoir 
and near the future Broomfield Reservoir. Protective berms or other devices 
should be provided for in case these areas change with the weather. 
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Design Approval  
Construction 
Inspections  

U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

660 General comment re: design approval and construction inspections: 
To ensure community and worker safety as required by Amendment 301, it is 
essential that all electrical work done within the CCOB is properly approved, 
issued a permit and inspected by the appropriate regulatory authority in 
accordance with the code that governs oil and gas production facilities for 
example National Electrical Code or other code. This is especially important due to 
the hazardous nature of oil and gas operations. CCOB must ensure that the 
appropriate government  
entity (CCOB, the State Electrical Board, or COGCC) perform design reviews and 
approvals and perform onsite installation inspections. 

Safety Procedures  U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

660 Because of the danger of arcing, short circuits, etc. the City should require a policy 
& procedure manual to be  
submitted for working on the electrical distribution systems. Note that good, 
effective policies and procedures for this work are essential given the presence of 
flammable liquids and vapors in the work area.  Extraction must provide, and the 
City must approve procedures for all critical operations including shutdown and 
re-energizing circuits including sign offs by site personnel to ensure personal and 
equipment safety during any electrical work. For example, before re-energizing 
circuits they need to be tested for continuity, short circuits, etc. Extraction must 
provide, and the City must approve procedures to ensure all personnel are clear 
of “hot” conductors or equipment before energizing. 

Electrical utility  
Disclaimer  

U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

664 United Power Electric Cooperative has made a disclaimer restricting Extraction 
operating more than one Electric Drill Rig (EDR) at a time on any one pad or on 2 
pads near that are fed by one service feeder. Additionally, the utility is still 
evaluating if concurrent drilling will be allowable on pads not near each other 
and/or not on the same feeder. When the utility completes its evaluation, the City 
needs clarification as to if and/or under what conditions concurrent drilling is 
allowable. The City needs to review and approve Extraction’s procedures 
developed to ensure the utility’s requirements are followed. 

Electrical Generator  U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

674 Note 1 on Exhibit C states that a “Generator will power the site until utility power 
is available. Generator connection to be removed when utility power connection 
is made.” 
What equipment will be powered while the site is on generator power? Will 
Electric Drill Rigs be powered by the onsite generator?  
a. Extraction must provide assurance that EDR’s will not be operated using 
generator power. 
b. Extraction must provide information on what equipment will be used while the 
site electrical power is provided by a generator.  
c. Extraction must provide noise data on the generator to be used and assurance 
that operations will not exceed noise limits. 
d. Extraction must provide emission data on the generator to be used and 
assurance that operations will comply with Air Quality requirements. 
e. Generator exhaust must comply with Air Quality requirements and be included 
in required AQ modeling. 
f. The generator should be either propane or natural gas powered. 
g. The City needs to verify that all generators are removed once utility power is 
connected. 

Electrical Grid  
and Capacity  

U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

675 Can the grid handle the additional burden, also considering ALL proposed 
development? What happens on high demand electricity days?  
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Worker 
Qualifications  

U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

660 No emergency power systems are shown. What provisions are there for safety in 
the event of a utility power outage. Of particular concern are: lighting, monitoring 
and control systems, and automatic controls especially those required for 
emergency shutdown. Extraction must provide, and the City must approve, details 
of how, in the event of a utility power outage, shutdowns and other potential 
emergency activities will be performed without emergency power available 

Incorrect Estimate 
of  
Drilling Time?  

U - 
Electrification  
Plan  

  *Utility Disclaimer* – United Power Electric Cooperative has performed only 
preliminary engineering evaluations of the four XOG facility locations for the 
purposes of this synopsis. Concurrent operation of more than one EDR at each 
site, or two individual sites fed concurrently from the same feeder, cannot be 
supported and could result in curtailment. It sounds like they can only power one 
electric rigs at a time. This will double the time it will take for drilling. Verify and 
make sure that all the grid has the needed infrastructure in place to handle the 
addition demand.  

Livingston Pad   V - Visual  
Mitigation 
Plan 

694 Livingston Pad – What is the perspective here? On foot, from a car? "Ensure all 
pads will be visually mitigated to the maximum level." 

Landscaping V - Visual  
Mitigation 
Plan 

692 Section 27 "Landscaping" must include the promises Extraction has made that 
each site will include $1,000,000 in landscaping with full mature trees, irrigation, 
and upkeep of the landscaping until the site is reclaimed. Each site should be 
landscaped so that less than 20% of the site is visible as viewed from the driver's 
seat of a standard SUV per Extraction's plans presented to the community. 

Livingston Pad  V - Visual  
Mitigation 
Plan 

696 There are two access roads. Will the vehicles enter the Livingston Pad off Sheridan 
and exit onto Lowell? Require truck traffic routes that create the least amount  
interference of local traffic 

Northwest and  
Exchange Pads 

V - Visual  
Mitigation 
Plan 

697 Why are the berms for the Northwest and Interchange pads only 5 feet tall? 
These renderings don't accurately show what will be visible from cars and SUV's. 
Ensure all pads will be visually mitigated to the maximum level. 

Pig Launcher  V - Visual  
Mitigation 
Plan 

708 The pig launcher will be considerably larger than the one pictured since it will 
have many more line coming  
in and out. Will they be visually mitigated? 

Site Placements  W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

720 United and Huron Sites had a better rating than the new sites. Moving the sites 
need to be explained.  Livingston still poses a high risk to neighboring 
communities and water supply. Reevaluate all sites and location per 301. What is 
the justifications of having these sites close to homes and water supplies? What 
are the accepted risks? How have these risks been properly addressed distance 
and setbacks?  

United Pad and  
Huron Pad 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

720 The United Pad and Huron Pad were two of the best locations in Broomfield. The 
five homes near these properties were for sale and Extraction or the City of 
Broomfield could have purchased these properties. 

Commitment to  
collaborate 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

721 The paragraph in section 7.4 should be removed. Extraction did not collaborate 
with Broomfield citizens. The citizens’ concerns regarding the distance from well 
sites to homes has not been addressed. Citizens would rather have the well sites 
next to undeveloped land than next to homes in Broomfield or Adams County. 
Furthermore, it is a requirement in the Broomfield Charter that Extraction not 
impact the health, safety, and welfare of Broomfield residents, not "ensure 
minimization of Broomfield community impact". Remove the paragraph from 
section 7.4 

Resolution 2017-29 W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

717 Resolution 2017-29 has not yet been fulfilled. 
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Use of Broomfield  
Open Space 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

721 Extraction should not be allowed to lease the Broomfield open space as this is not 
an appropriate use of open space. A pipeline easement should not be granted on 
open space. 

Task Force  
Recommendations 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

721 Extraction should have adopted all Task Force Recommendations, rather than pick 
and choose. It was a waste of $300,000 of Broomfield Tax payer dollars to create 
a committee to add a Chapter on oil and Gas to the Comprehensive Plan and then 
have an operator not agree to all the recommendations. 

Livingston Pad 
Phase II 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

721 Only 19 wells are slated to be drilled on the Livingston pad: State that there is a 19 
well limit for the Livingston pad. There is no Phase II trigger. 

Broomfield citizens'  
concerns not 
addressed 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

723 Extraction did NOT address all Broomfield citizens' concerns. Despite residents of 
Broomfield repeatedly raising concerns about the proximity of large scale pads to 
residential neighborhoods, Extraction moved ahead with plans to drill near our 
neighborhoods. Remove "addressing all Broomfield citizens' concerns and 
working in a collaborative manner" 

Broomfield gave  
up royalties 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

723 Forgot to mention that Broomfield gave up royalties in exchange for elimination 
of second phase of Livingston Pad. Provide complete and accurate info on 
negotiation leading to well reduction. 

Alterations to well  
pad locations 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

724 Extraction initiated the initial consolidation of 10 well sites down to 3 well sites - 
this was not requested by Broomfield. Further, Extraction chose to eliminate the 
Huron Pad and United Pad were two of the best locations for drilling, if it must 
occur in Broomfield. The Livingston (formerly Lowell Pad) has been and will 
continue to be of great concern to the residents of Broomfield. Perform a true 
alternative site analysis for the Livingston (former Lowell pad). 

Site pads away from  
residents as stated 
in Extractions own  
documentation 

W - 
Alternative  
Site Analysis 

  Extraction boasted of their Broomfield Project using their own "Front Range 
News" media outlet. The following excerpts are from their July 7, 2016 article. 
How did they end of 750 feet from homes since they stated they could drill from 
miles away? "The new drilling and production sites will be north of the highway 
and farther away from Broomfield neighborhoods."; "Horizontal wells, can be 
drilled from miles away, moving the bulk of new operations farther from areas 
where communities have sprung up around 
existing operations." Follow through with original commitment to move 
operations further from neighborhoods and drill from miles away. Do a true 
alternative site analysis and find the right locations - ones that do not impact the 
health, safety, and welfare or Broomfield residents. 

 


